TCOM Program Review Form
Date: 07-25-18
Level of Care & Location: FFT, BedSo
Meeting Participants: XXXX
Part time: XXXX
Long Term Goals and Updates
Initiatives Name
Danger to Self
initiative,

Supervision
Improvements
Time from start of
treatment to
Discharge CANS
Family Functioning

Update
We’re going to monitor danger to self scores. Both the incoming scores, to
see how many of the clients coming in have this concern, and how that
compares to the program norm (lately it’s been higher.) Also, the outgoing
score, and if we can improve it.
Focus on healthier consequences to behaviors, so that the family can use
them, instead of being scared to implement consequences because they
trigger self harm.
Supervision is not in the Needs Profile. We will continue to monitor
Not tracked currently because the Workstation is not currently counting LoS
Family item continues to dominate, the improvement on it is WORSE this
quarter than norm. discussion of this below.

TCOM Items of interest
Item(s)
Family Functioning

Start End
Avg Avg
96
89

Comments
(Date span is cases started since Jan 1, 2018)
FBMH families have been coming here, and we are doing
“bandaging” until people get here. FBMH has a plan to grow,
but until then we are doing

Depression/Anxiety

64

Not really meant to be so prevalent in FFT.

70

Kids are suicidal. We give the parents tools to use with the kids,
and there are concerns that the family is not following through.
FFT model, which focuses on whole family meetings, is not the
most appropriate for children who are wrestling with suicide.
We try to refer to OP therapy, and the family/client refuses.
The MCO needs to approve use of OP with FFT.

36

14

Also, Fetterman notes that there has been a new referral
stream of kids for truancy, who were depressed and this could
impact this.
The team is very oriented towards referring to TF-CBT.
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Adjustment to
Trauma
School attendance

8

3.7

Family Strength

44

66

Involvement

12

14

Resources
Danger to Self

28
20

18
7.4

Maybe should be higher? If there are in fact these truancy
referrals?
Families have been very reticent and hopeless recently. Worse
than Christie remembers. Parents have been really feeling
“let’s get rid of this kid.”
Could probably be tightened up in the scoring. It seems low if
what we heard in Family strengths is true.
Team helps with resource acquisition/CM, etc.

Scoring Concerns:
(Here you list any concerns about how an item is being scored).
Involvement may not have been properly accounting for lack of interest on the caregiver’s part. This
will be pursued in the coming quarter.
Data Capture/Technical Concerns:
(Here discuss any things that might really be wrong with the technology capturing the TCOM data, like
the EMR, or the form programmed into the EMR, etc.)
Who are the kids with Bedford HCS Geographic Area and Bedford Outpatient, Geographic area.
Supervisor is pursuing.
Visualization/Data Analytic Concerns:
(Here you should put filters you want, analyses you think you want done, questions to pursue about
the data structure, etc..)
Workstation needs the LoS information added. Should be up by next quarter’s review.
Program/Organization Updates to Note:
FBMH wait list is leading to referrals of people who are more depressed, and families that are less
engaged. This may be dragging down outcomes.
Truancy referrals are more depressed than we typically see. FFT feels up to treating these kids, they
are just a new challenge.

Action Steps from Meeting
•
•
•

Who are the kids with Bedford HCS Geographic Area and Bedford Outpatient, Geographic area.
Christy is pursuing.
FBMH referrals continue to come to FFT, this will adjust as FBMH gets its new team
Workstation LoS counter needs to be added.
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Paste here any important visualizations, INCLUDING IMAGES OF THE FILTER STATUSES, that you want
to remember in order for future planning.
Typical FFT display

Since 2018

Note that top four needs are the same, but typically much more moderate, and we see much more
improvement on Family functioning.
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